Apiary Fact Sheet
The apiary program at Southall has been carefully cultivated over a number of years to serve many purposes on
the farm. Six apiaries are strategically located as part of a property-wide pollination program designed to help
in the global fight against bee decline, to increase yield on food-producing crops through more effective flower
pollination, and, of course, to create award-winning honey. Southall’s wildflower honey has been named an annual
Good Food Award winner twice, a national recognition that is among the highest peer-reviewed praise a craft
producer can attain.

A typical beehive consists of five stacked
supers—or boxes—and a colony is several hives
that live within each apiary. About 100,000
bees populate each colony during the peak
summer months, emerging from a long winter
nap in March to begin their essential work. A
honeybee queen can lay about 1,500 eggs a
day during the peak season, and each of the
offspring live about six weeks—literally working
their wings off to gather nectar for their hive.

In July, we harvest the honey from the apiaries…
more than 1,000 pounds of it. We wait until all
of the spring and summer bloom is complete so
the honey’s flavor profile captures the essence
of each, and we’re careful to leave plenty for the
bees to eat throughout the winter months.

Honeybees
Southall’s 4+ million honeybees live within the six
apiaries, venturing out to collect nectar to bring
back to the hive, and in turn aiding the natural
order by spreading the pollen that creates fruits
and vegetables from flowers. The tech-driven
program here is designed to closely manage the
health and wellness of the hives, but it doesn’t
stop there. Russian and Italian honeybee stock
has been grown over the years through careful
breeding of queens and drones via artificial
insemination, perpetuating the superior genetics.
The result is a continually expanding workforce
every bit as important as the humans who tend
the land. Hive health is monitored 24/7 through
advanced technology.
A typical beehive consists of five stacked supers—
or boxes—and a colony is several hives that live

within each apiary. About 100,000 bees populate
each colony during the peak summer months,
emerging from a long winter nap in March to
begin their essential work. A honeybee queen
can lay about 1,500 eggs a day during the peak
season, and each of the offspring live about six
weeks—literally working their wings off to gather
nectar for their hive.

In July, we harvest the honey from the apiaries…
more than 1,000 pounds of it. We wait until all
of the spring and summer bloom is complete so
the honey’s flavor profile captures the essence
of each, and we’re careful to leave plenty for the
bees to eat throughout the winter months.

Native Bees
North America is home to about 4,500 species of
native bees, some of which call Southall home.
We place an emphasis on creating a hospitable
environment for the native bees, all of which
play a role in the ecosystem here. You might
notice more than 150 native bee houses placed
throughout the property along our tree lines and
hiking trails.
In April and May, the native mason bees boost
production on strawberries. Placed within the
berry patch, they will only fly about 300 feet,
and work the flowers for up to eight weeks. Later

in the summer, native leafcutter bees work the
warm-season vegetables in a similar manner. It
is extremely rare for these native bees to sting,
making them the perfect farm partner. They
don’t make honey, but solely serve as nature’s
pollinators.

Southall offers private guided tours of apiaries,
group experiences, corporate team-building
events, and special honey tastings.

